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Abstract 
Gartside, P.M. and P.J. Moody, A note on proto-metrisable spaces, Topology and its Applica- 
tions 52 (1993) l-9. 
A separating diagonal uniformity 9 is said to be monotonic if there is an operator M: B + 9 
such that M(D) 0 M(D) L D and M(D) c M(D’), whenever D and D’ are elements of !Z with 
D c C’. It is shown that the class of topological spaces generated by such uniformities is the class 
of proto-metrisable spaces (spaces which are paracompact and have an orthobase). This result 
yields new characterisations of proto-metrisable spaces in terms of monotone normality, para- 
compactness and the structuring mechanism of Colllins and Roscoe. It is deduced that proto- 
metrisable spaces are acyclic monotonically normal and that a topological group is o,-metrisable 
if and only if it has a monotonically normal operator H( , ) such that H(x, U)= H(e, U-*)x, 
whenever x E U and U is open (e is the identity). 
Keywords: Proto-metrisable; Monotone uniformity; Monotonic paracompactness; Continuous 
monotonically normal operator. 
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1. Introduction 
The class of proto-metrisable spaces was introduced by Nyikos in his study of 
nonarchimedian spaces [ll]. A space X is said to proto-metrisable if it is paracom- 
pact and has an orthobase (a base 93’ for a space X is said to be an orthobase if 
whenever 95” is a subset of 9, either l-l ~3” is open, or 9’ is a local base for any 
point in fl9’). Thus the class of proto-metrisable spaces contains all nonarchime- 
dian spaces and metrisable spaces. Indeed every proto-metrisable space can be 
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obtained from a metrisable space by the following process: take any metrisable 
space, isolate all the points of some subset, replace each such point by a metrisable 
space, and repeat transfinitely, taking some subspace of the inverse limit at limit 
ordinals 1111. A number of characterisations of proto-metrisable spaces have been 
obtained. In particular, Gruenhage and Zenor [5] have shown that a space X is 
proto-metrisable if and only if it has a rank-l pair-base. From this it is easy to 
deduce that a space is proto-metrisable if and only if it is monotonically normal 
and has an orthobase [ll]. Here we shall provide a number of simple characterisa- 
tions of proto-metrisable spaces which all involve to some degree monotone 
normality. We note that, in addition to the above characterisation, it is known that 
proto-metrisable spaces are M,-normal [4] and that a space X is proto-metrisable 
if and only if it is extremely normal and every point of X has a local base which is 
linearly ordered with respect to inclusion (i.e., every point has an lob) 1171. 
M,-normal and extremely normal are both strong forms of monotone normality. 
We now introduce our characterisations. Recall that a T,-space X is said to be 
monotonically normal [7] if there is an operator H( . , . 1 which assigns to each x 
in X and each open set U containing x, an open set H(x, U) also containing x 
which satisfies: 
(1) H(x, U) cH(x, U’) whenever x E U c U’, and 
(2) H(x, X\(y)> nH(y, X\{xll= $3, if x f-y. 
Such an operator is called a monotonically normal operator. We shall say that 
H( . , . ) is continuous if, in addition, it satisfies: 
if x E U and U is open, then there exists an open neighbourhood 
0 = 0(x, U) of x such that 0 c H( y, U) whenever y E 0. ((3 
From conditions (1) and (2) above it is clear that monotonically normal spaces 
could equally well be called “monotonically Hausdorff” spaces. In the theory of 
uniform spaces it is fundamental to the proof that a separating, diagonal uniform- 
ity 53 generates a Hausdorff topology that, whenever D ~9 there is E ~9 such 
that E 0 E z D. It is thus natural to consider spaces which arise from uniformities 
in which such an E can be chosen in a monotonic manner. Formally, we shall say 
that a separating, diagonal uniformity L-3 is monotonic if there is an operator 
M: _9 +B such that: 
(MU11 M(D) c MD’) whenever D l 2 and D c D’, and 
(MU2) M(D) 0 M( 0) c D whenever D ~5.3. 
Recall that paracompact spaces can be characterised as those spaces in which 
every open cover has an open star-refinement. Thus the corresponding “mono- 
tonic” condition on uniform covers is essentially a monotonic paracompactness 
condition. Formally, we shall say that a space X is monotonically paracompact if 
there exists a function m : 2? -+ 59 (‘29 is the set of open covers of X) such that: 
(MPl) for every VZ/E %, m(g) < * %/, and 
(MP2) if ?Y, 3% $9 and YL < 7, then m(YL/) < m(Y”). ’ 
’ As usual 72 < * V means SY star-refines 77 and FY < T means 9 refines T/. 
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Our final major characterisation of proto-metrisable spaces involves a version of 
the structuring mechanism introduced by Collins and Roscoe [3] (see also [1,2,9]). 
For a space X, let W(x) be a family of subsets of X each containing x. Let 
?7= {W(x): x EX}. We say that Z8” satisfies (F”) when it satisfies: 
if x E U and U is open, then there exists an open I/ = V( x, U) 
containing x, such that I/ c W G U for some WE W( y ), when- 
ever y E V. (F”) 
ZV is said to satisfy open chain (F”) if each element of each W(x) is open and each 
W(x) is linearly ordered by inclusion. Although the above version of the structur- 
ing mechanism has not appeared in the literature before, it has been studied, in its 
countable form, by Roscoe [121, and is similar to the condition (G’) in [9]. 2 Our 
main theorem is the following. 
Theorem 1. For a T,-space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is proto-metrisable. 
(2) X is monotonically paracompact. 
(3) X has a compatible monotonic uniformity. 
(4) X has a continuous monotonically normal operator. 
(5) X has SY satisfying open chain (F”). 
This research grew out of the second author’s work on monotone normality in 
topological groups. The move to the more general setting of uniform spaces was 
suggested by Collins and the first author. In the final section of this paper we apply 
our results to topological groups and deduce the following. 
Theorem 3. For a topological group X the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is o,-metrisable. 
(2) X has a monotonically normal operator H( . , . ) such that H(x, U> = 
H(e, Ux-‘Ix whenever U is an open set and x E U. (e is the identity of the group.) 
Notation and conventions. A space X is a topological space which satisfies the 
Ti-separation axiom. If X is a space and Y is subset of X, then Y o denotes the 
interior of Y. A uniformity is a separating diagonal uniformity. A topological group 
will be multiplicative and e will denote the identity. Our notation for uniformities 
and topological groups will be that of Willard 1161. Finally w will denote the first 
infinite ordinal (and hence the first infinite cardinal). 
2. Proto-metrisahle spaces 
The equivalence of (3), (4) and (5) of Theorem 1 can be proved directly using 
methods similar to those employed in the proof of [9, Theorem 111. However, the 
* Roscoe has shown that a space X has a point-countable base if and only if it has W satisfying open 
(F”) and each W(x) is a countable set. 
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proofs are rather complicated and so we shall use two known characterisations of 
proto-metrisable spaces. The first was given by Gruenhage and Zenor in [5]. They 
proved that a space is proto-metrisable if and only if it has a rank-l pair-base. A 
space X has a rank-l pair-base if it has a pair-base 9 = {B = (B,, B,): B EL%‘) 
(i.e., B, and B, are open, B, c B,, and if U is an open neighbourhood of a point 
x, then there is (B,, B2) ~95' such that x E B, c B, L U>, such that whenever 
(B,, B2) and (B;, Bi) are in 9’ and B, n B; # @, then either B, LB; or B; LB,. 
The second characterisation is due to Nyikos [ll] and is related to the notion of 
uniform covers. Suppose X is a space, 6 is a limit ordinal and %a is a collection of 
open sets for each (Y E 6. The set p = (YJ~: (Y E 8) is said to be a well-ordered 
proto-uniformizing family for X if: 
(i) for each x EX, {st(x, YYa): (Y < 8) is a local base at x, 
(ii) lJga= U%a+, for all a<S, and 
(iii) if (Y <p < 6, then Y/p star-refines %” (i.e., {st(V, %‘,): VE %“I is a refine- 
ment of %J. 
It turns out that a space X is proto-metrisable if and only if there is a 
well-ordered proto-uniformizing family for X. Observe that if Y/a covered X for 
each a < S, then X has a compatible diagonal uniformity with a linearly ordered 
base (i.e., X is o,-metrisable). Such uniformities are clearly monotonic. In the 
light of Theorem 3, one might naively conjecture that every proto-metrisable space 
has such a uniformity. However, the Michael line [8] provides an easy counterex- 
ample to the general question. 
We are now in a position to prove the following. 
Theorem 1. For a space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is proto-metrisable. 
(2) X is monotonically paracompact. 
(3) X has a compatible monotonic uniformity. 
(4) X has a continuous monotonically normal operator. 
(5) X has W satisfying open chain (F”). 
Proof. We first prove the equivalence of Cl), (2), (3) and (4). 
(1) = (2). Recall that a barycentric refinement of a barycentric refinement is a 
star-refinement. So, it is sufficient to prove there is a function m : 29 + @ ($5 is the 
set of open covers of X) such that 
(i) for every Z/E @7’, m(%‘> is a barycentric refinement of YY, and 
(ii) if %!, ZTE L? and aC < 7, then m(S) < m(V). 
Suppose that F = (C?La: (Y < 6) is a well-ordered proto-uniformizing family for X. 
For each ?Y E %? define 
m(e) = {st(x, %+,>: xEXandst(x,%a)cUforsomeUE’%}. 
Observe that m(%) is an open cover of X, and that if %!, YE E and ?Y < 7, then 
m(W c m(T) and thus m(Z) < m(T). It remains to show that for every x E X, 
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st(x, m(g)> L U for some U E Z!. Fix x E X and let (Y be minimal such that 
st( x, z~> G U for some U E Z. Consider any I/ E m(Z) containing x. By definition 
of m(g), there are y and p such that I/= st(y, ?Yp+,> and st(y, Z$‘p> L U’ for some 
U’ E 2Y. Observe that 
Therefore (Y < p + 1 and hence st( y, Y&+,> c st(x, ZYU> c U. Thus I/L U and 
therefore st(x, m(%)) c U as required. 
(2) 3 (3). Suppose that %? is the set of open covers of X and m : G? --f 527 is a 
function satisfying (MPl) and (MP2). As X is paracompact, the fine uniformity 9 
on X is generated by all the neighbourhoods of the diagonal A. We shall show 
that g is monotonic. Suppose that D is a neighbourhood of A. Define 
Y/D = { 0 LX: 0 open and 0 X 0 c D}. 
Observe that ‘?YD is an open cover of X. Define 
M(D) = U {OX 0: 0 em(2YD)}. 
As M(D) is an open neighbourhood of A, M(D) ~9. Suppose that (x, y> and 
(y, z) E M(D). There exist 0 and 0’ in rn(kYD) such that x, y E 0 and y, z E 0’. 
Now, st(0, m(FY~>> c U for some U E YJD. Therefore x, z E U and hence (x, z) E 
U X U L D. Thus M(D) 0 M(D) CD. Finally observe that if D and D’ are 
neighbourhoods of A and D G D’, then %” L %“,. Thus %” < ‘Z&, and so m(%“> 
< m(?VDr). This implies that M(D) cM(D’). Thus 59 is a monotonic uniformity as 
required. 
(3) * (4). Suppose that 9 is a monotonic uniformity, with operator M( ->, which 
generates the topology on X. Notice that we can assume that M(D- ‘> = M(D) = 
M(D)-’ for every D ~2. For each x E X and each open neighbourhood U of x 
define 
D .,u=xxx\([rd x VW>1 ” NX\U) x r-w 
Recall that there is D, ~9 such that D,[x] c U. Observe that D, n 0;’ G D,,,. 
Hence Ox,_, ~9. Define 
H(x> u> = (~(Dx,,)[xl)“- 
We shall show that H( . , . > is the required continuous monotonically normal 
operator. To see that it is a monotonically normal operator, first notice that if 
XE UcU’, then DxucDxut and thus H(x, U)cH(x, U’>. Now suppose that 
x #y, and that z &H(x, X\{yJ) n H(y, X\(x)). Observe that Dx,x,tyj and 
D 
YJ\Pl 
are both subsets of XxX\((x, y)}. Hence, (x, z> and (z, y) are in 
M(XXX\{(x, y)}) which is a contradiction. Therefore H( . , . > is a monotoni- 
cally normal operator. 
We shall now show that H( . , . ) is continuous. Suppose that x EX and that U 
is an open neighbourhood of x. The set M(D,,,) is an element of 9 and thus is a 
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neighbourhood of A. So, pick W open in X so that x E W 2 U and W x W s 
M(D,,,). Define 
D=(wxu)u((x\w)xx). 
We claim that M(D,,,) is a subset of D. To see this, suppose that (a, b) is an 
element of M(D,,,>. If a 4 W, then clearly (a, b) ED. So suppose that a E W. 
Thus, (x, a> E W X W cM(D,,,) and therefore (x, b) is an element of D,,,. This 
implies that b E U and thus (a, b) ED as required. Hence D is an element of $3 
and thus, if E = D n D-‘, then M(E) exists and is a neighbourhood of A. Pick an 
open set 0 such that x E 0 c W and 0 X 0 CM(E). It will be sufficient to show 
that 0 c H(y, lJ> whenever y E 0. So, suppose that y E 0. Since y E W, E[ y] L U. 
Thus, since E = E-‘, E c D,,u. So, (M(E)[yl) is a subset of H( y, U). Recall that 
OX0 cM(E) and that y ~0. Thus 0 GM(E)[~] and hence OcH(y, U> as 
required. 
(4) * (1). Suppose that H( . , ) is a continuous monotonically normal operator 
on the space X. Let O( . , . > be an operator such that whenever U is an open 
neighbourhood of a point x, 0(x, U) G H(y, U) for every y E 0(x, U). Define 
9={(0, U): f or some x EX, U is an open neighbourhood of 
x and 0 = 0(x, U)}. 
Clearly $25’ is a pair-base. To see that it is a rank-l pair-base; suppose that (0, U) 
and (Of, U’) are elements of 99 and 0 n 0’ # @. If 0 c U’ then we are done. So 
suppose there is z E 0 such that z 6 U’. Observe that for every y E 0’, 
fl #OnO’cH(z, U) nH(y, U'). 
Thus, since z @ U’, y E U. Therefore 0’ c U and we have that 9 is a rank-l 
pair-base. 
We now consider (5). 
(1) 3 (5). Let 1 = {z?/~: LY < S} be a well-ordered proto-uniformizing family for 
X. For each x in X, define 
W(x)={st(x, 2Ya): a<6 and XE U2Va}. 
Observe that W(x) is a collection of open neighbourhoods of x and is linearly 
ordered by inclusion (in fact it is well ordered by 2). It only remains to show that 
ZV= (W(x): x E X) satisfies (F”). So suppose that U is an open neighbourhood of 
a point x. There is an (Y < 6 for which x E st(x, 2Va) 2 U. Pick VE ZYa+, such that 
x E I’, and consider any y E V. Observe that 
x E I/c_st(y, ga+,) cst(V, Za+,), 
Recall that Y&+i star-refines YY~. Thus there is an 0 E ??Ja such that st(V, 2Ya) C_ 0. 
Notice that x E 0 and thus 
x E st( y, 2Ya+,) c st( x, %a) c u 
as required. 
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(5) =. (4). Suppose that W= (W(x): x E X} satisfies open chain (F”). Define for 
each x and each open set U containing x, 
H(x,U)=(y:ncEWCUforsomeWEW(y)}“. 
Theorem 3 of [2] establishes that H( . , . 1 is a monotonically normal operator. We 
shall show that H( . , . ) is continuous. So suppose that U is an open neighbour- 
hood of a point x. Since ?Y satisfies (F”), there is an open neighbourhood I’ of x 
such that whenever y E I’, I/c WC U for some WE W(y). Observe that if z E I/, 
then VcH(z, U), and thus H(. , . ) is continuous. 0 
The above proof gives us rather more than the statement of Theorem 1. 
(a) In the proof of “(1) implies (5)” the sets W(x) are in fact well ordered by 2. 
Thus, if a space X has w satisfying open chain (F”), then it has YY’ satisfying 
open (F”) and every W’(x) is well ordered by 2. Compare this with the situation 
for the condition chain (F). Here the Sorgenfrey line [15] is an example of a space 
with %Y satisfying chain (F) (in fact it has ?Y satisfying chain (F) and every element 
in each W(x) is either (x} or a neighbourhood of x), but which doesn’t have ?Y’ 
satisfying (F) where every W’(x) is well ordered by 2 (see 191). 
(b) In the proof of “(2) implies (3)” it was shown that the fine uniformity is 
monotonic. Thus a space X has a compatible monotonic uniformity if and only if 
the fine uniformity is monotonic. 
(c) Recall that a monotonically normal operator H( . , . > is said to be acyclic [9] 
if it satisfies 
nF:iH(.xi, X\{xi+,})=@ whenever na2, x~,...,x,_~ are 
distinct and x, =x0. (A) 
Rudin has recently constructed a monotonically normal space that has no acyclic 
monotonically normal operator [141 (see also Question 381 of [ll and [lo]). Notice 
that the operator H( . , . > defined in the proof of “(5) implies (4)” is acyclic. 
Hence, proto-metrisable spaces have monotonically normal operators which are 
acyclic and continuous. As proto-metrisable spaces can be characterised as mono- 
tonically normal spaces with an orthobase [ll], we can restate the above as 
Corollary 2. If a space X is monotonically normal and has an orthobase, then X has 
an acyclic monotonically normal operator. 
3. Topological groups 
In 161 Heath proved that a topological group which has a lob at the identity (and 
thus at every point) is monotonically normal. The monotonically normal operator 
H( . , . ) which Heath defined had the additional property that H(x, U) = 
H(e, Ux-‘1x whenever x E U and U is open, i.e., H( . , . > is invariant under right 
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translations. Theorem 3 below surprisingly provides the converse to this result. We 
observe that in topological groups the concepts of proto-metrisable, w,-metrisable 
and having an lob at some point are equivalent. Furthermore, in nonmetrisable 
topological groups, they are all equivalent to nonarchimedian [ll, Theorem 2.21. 
Theorem 3. For a topological group X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is w,-metrisable. 
(2) X has a monotonically normal operator H( . , * ) such that H(x, U) = 
H(e, Ux-‘Ix whenever x E U and U is open. 
Proof. In [6] Heath essentially proved that (1) implies (2). Thus, by Theorem 1, the 
proof will be complete once we have shown that a monotonically normal operator 
H( . , . ) which satisfies H(x, U) = H(e, Ux-‘Ix, whenever x E U and U open, is 
continuous. So suppose that x E U and U is open. Pick an open neighbourhood I/ 
of e such that V2 2 Ux-‘, and an open neighbourhood W of e such that W = W-’ 
and W2 z H(e, V). Let 0 = Wx and observe that 0 is an open neighbourhood of 
x contained in U. Suppose that y E 0, it will be sufficient to show that 0 c H( y, U). 
Observe that yx-’ E WC V. Thus Vyx-’ L V2 c Ux-’ and hence H(e, V> c 
H(e, Uy-‘). Suppose that ,z E 0. Now, z-l and yx-’ are elements of W. Recall 
that W= W-’ and W2 cH(e, VI. Thus zy-’ E H(e, Uy-‘1 and therefore z E 
H(e, UyP’>y = H(y, U>. Hence, 0 cH(y, U> as required. q 
4. Questions 
We have established that a space is proto-metrisable if and only if it has w 
satisfying open chain (F”) (equivalently, ?Y’ satisfying open well-ordered (F”)). It 
is natural to attempt to weaken (F”) to (F) (see [2] for the definition). The authors 
have been unable to achieve this and thus we have the following questions. 
Question 1. If a space X has W satisfying open chain (F), then is X proto-metri- 
sable? 
Question 2. If a space X has w satisfying open well-ordered (F) (i.e., every W(x) 
is well ordered by 21, then is X proto-metrisable? 
The condition monotone paracompactness should perhaps be called monotone 
fully normal. This observation raises the following question. 
Question 3. Characterise those spaces X for which there is a function m : g -+ if? 
(5iT is the set of open covers of X) such that 
(1) for every U E ‘Z, m(Z) is a locally finite refinement of Z!, and 
(2) if Z!‘, Y”E 5%’ and Z < 7, then m(‘%c) < m(T). 
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Of course monotonically normal spaces need not be paracompact. However, 
they are countably paracompact [13, Theorem 2.31. Given the above results it 
becomes an interesting question as to whether there is a natural notion of 
monotone countable paracompactness which is equivalent to monotone normality. 
Or to be more provocative: 
Question 4. Is there a “monotone Dowker” space? 
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